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Abstract—The purpose of the current article is to reveal misconceptions about ICT occupations that keep females away from the field. The study focuses on the three phases in one’s career life cycle: pre-university, university and workplace with the aim of investigating how to attract more females into an ICT-related career. By studying nearly 300 secondary school graduates, 102 university students and 18 female ICT specialists, the study revealed six myths that influence the decision-making process of young girls in pursuing an ICT-related education and career. Furthermore, discriminating conception of ICT as a primarily man’s world is developed before the university period. Stereotypical barriers should be brought out to the public debate, so that a remarkable proportion of possible employees (women) would not stay away from the tech-related fields. Countries could make a remarkable leap in efficiency, when turning their attention to the gender-related issues in the labour market structure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Female underrepresentation in the ICT sector has provided an input for various research. Studies from the past years have revealed a disturbing truth – for every 1,000 women with a bachelor degree in Europe, only 29 have gained it in ICT (compared to 95 men) and only four will eventually work in the ICT sector (compared to 20 men). (Women active in the ICT sector, 2013) Female underrepresentation in the ICT sector has provided an input for various research. Some studies have turned their attention to the gender segregation issues of the ICT sector [33], [29], [7] others investigate early influences of career choice [2], female low enrolment [14] or dropout from the ICT study programs [26], [6], [32] or ICT-related career and the effect of events in female life cycles on the career progression [42], [26], [44]. In addition, great efforts have been put in developing effective strategies or signposting best practices to improve the female participation rate in ICT studies and career [9], [11], [25].

Overall, research on how to attract women into ICT-related fields has become an important and very practical issue. For some time now, staffing shortages are the main challenge to a high number of ICT companies. As females make up roughly half of the possible existing workforce, investment in activities that contribute to the promotion career possibilities in the ICT sector is inevitable. Thus, during the past years several studies have been signposting the strategic importance of attracting more women to the ICT-related curricula and workforce [19], [41].

There are two prevailing theories that seek to explain the scarcity of females among the ICT workforce – essentialist and social construction theory [43]. Essentialism suggests that female interest in ICT is lower because men and women are biologically different, thus also their attitude to specific fields differ. In other words, men have biologically determined characteristics that make them more suitable for ICT work [24]. The second stream of thought, social construction theory, claims that the social construction of ICT is as a man’s field, but in general, stereotypical thinking is what keeps females away from ICT. The current paper proposes a middle-ground approach, stating that there are biologically determined differences among the two genders, and social construction of a specific field as a “man’s world” or “woman’s world” is fuelled by these biological differences, but also, is most of all built on the first-mover advantage. Since the early developments of the ICT field have been overproportionally covered by males, the field itself has been socially constructed as masculine. This has made it more difficult or scary for females to enter and fit in as latecomers. Being a latecomer into a field is the main reason why countries should make more informed efforts in developing means to increase female participation in ICT.

This paper acknowledges that investigation of reasons why females are not attracted to ICT-based occupations traces back to very early phases of life – back to school. It has been acknowledged how the scarcity of females in the ICT sector is the result of females gaining less experience with computers during the earlier stages of life [28]. In addition, there exists a remarkable pool of female students who might be attracted to ICT-related studies and career, given that they gain enough encouragement and better information regarding the opportunities that ICT can offer [25].

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Previous studies have brought forward a group of reasons why there are disproportionately less females than men in the ICT sector [20]: cultural traditions and stereotypes, internal barriers (features specific to females) and external barriers (features specific to the ICT sector).
A. Cultural Traditions and Stereotypes

Today, studies reflect how ICT is no longer a traditional masculine field and the need for skills and competencies usually considered feminine are in high demand. The reason why countries should make stronger efforts in attracting more women to the ICT sector is ultimately simple – diversity in the workplace provides different viewpoints, skill sets and competencies, but most of all enhances innovative ideas [13]. For example, studies among primary school children have shown how girls tend to be better at “delivering digital information in a socially acceptable way”, which means that girls are good at delivering digital information in a receiver-friendly format [3, p. 22]. Thus, accepting the premise that females might give additional competencies, e.g. they are better at communication-oriented tasks, the ICT sector can gain a lot by increasing the proportion of women among its workforce. ICT is built on innovativeness, thus a rigidly homogeneous workforce (solely male) might slow its speed of development.

Gender-role stereotyping of careers might be an important reason why women are staying away from ICT careers [31]. A study among 227 students, aged between 11 years and 14 years indicated how boys actually tend to limit their career aspirations to those field that are male-dominated and highly prestigious, while girls show interest in a wider spectrum of careers, both male and female-dominated options [31]. That said, it can be suggested that it is much easier to attract females into male-dominated and tech-oriented fields than attracting males to female-dominated fields.

As a positive trend, research shows how younger generations see ICT less and less as a “masculine privilege” [19]. Thus, stereotypical attitudes towards ICT are in fact changing.

B. External Barriers

External barriers relate to specific features in the ICT field: masculinity oriented workplace, scarcity of strong female role models, parents’ attitude towards their daughters pursuing an ICT-related education and career, and the attitude from school and teachers towards the integration of ICT into everyday teaching.

An increasing amount of studies have been focusing on how to integrate ICT in classroom instruction to increase students’ motivation and overall educational performance [38], [30], [1], [48], yet less attention has been paid to how females are still held back from technology-related fields by stereotyped thinking [19] and attitudes of the people around them [36]. It has been brought forward how males and females beliefs are affected differently by various stakeholders, including parents and teachers [45]. In fact, influences on career aspirations start much earlier than traditionally conceived. Literature has revealed how young girls somehow tend to grow up with a fundamental misperception of ICT work [39]. The latter depends strongly on how ICT is introduced or served to young females. Here, the importance of strong role models cannot be underestimated. Some studies have shown how over 50% of students rely on role models when making career-related decisions [19]. Boys tend to relate more to strong male role models and girls to female role models (parents, experts in ICT, celebrities, teachers, etc.).

In addition to the need for strong female role models in ICT, the perceived image of the ICT world is also of high importance. Women’s perceptions of the labour market in general has a great influence on what kind of career females dare to pursue [15]. It makes a difference whether young females have been forming an image of ICT work and career as masculine, antisocial and highly competitive or diverse, creative and full of possibilities to work with people and not just machines. Therefore, one possibility of capturing girls interest in ICT is by reconceptualisation of ICT into “an environment that women would naturally embrace” [25, p. 144]

C. Internal Barriers (Barriers Specific to Females)

Internal barriers or barriers are based on socio-psychological factors related to the specific individual or gender: readiness to use ICT-based solutions in everyday life, self-confidence
towards technology in general, level of risk-awareness – readiness to experiment and make mistakes without the fear of social disapproval, etc. Internal barriers tend to magnify in the case of so-called hard-core or tech fields and especially among the young females [39].

Lost opportunities in making friendship with the ICT field from the early ages will have a remarkable effect on attitudes and career decisions in the later stages of life. For example, research has shown how during the elementary school both boys and girls have equally strong interest towards technology, but starting from puberty (the time when self-awareness and self-criticism will boost), the influence and support from school, parents, friends, etc., will grow remarkably. It is also the time when stereotypical attitudes will be formed, attitudes of what is considered proper behaviour and interest among girls and boys [17].

In sum, cultural traditions and stereotypes relate to the wider arena of influences that surround students (media, television, etc.), external barriers or features specific to ICT emerge mainly from more personal contact with school, parents and friends (the importance of role models), and finally, internal barriers reflect the personality and possible gender-based differences (females tend to have higher risk-awareness, lower self-confidence in hard-core subjects, they are more communication and relationship-oriented, etc.). Fig. 1 summarises the theoretical model behind our current study.

The low participation of females in the ICT workforce has been labelled a socially constructed problem [10]. The current study agrees with this statement, since the three sets of barriers depicted in Fig. 1 all have one commonality – they all are social artefacts and created by shared beliefs within our surrounding society.

III. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Individual career-related choices are always situated within the path dependency of a multiple set of influences that women gain from their growing up environment. That said, the current study evolved through the three phases in the female life cycle with respect to career-related choices – pre-university, university and workplace.

A. Phase I: Pre-University (High School Students)

An examination of women’s involvement requires a step back into the world of girls, where career aspirations often begin. Studies have shown the importance of the pre-university phase as the crossroads of making future study and career plans [19].

We started our study by going through the existing literature on how first career aspirations are developed during the high school, and based on the previous findings a draft of semi-structured questionnaire was created. After the questionnaire had been designed and modified by three researchers, a pilot study was launched so to check that all the questions were understandable by the target audience.

The questionnaire consisted mainly of open-ended questions, asking high school students about their future study plans, (dis)interest in pursuing further studies in ICT, but also level of

ICT classes during the high school, possible participation in computer-related extra curricula activities, understanding of what ICT-related work is about, what kind of people tend to choose an ICT career, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I PHASE: pre-university</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core question:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the image of ICT work and employees among high school boys and girls?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample: high school students (senior year)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=292, 55% females,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 different high schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method: paper-based, self-filled questionnaire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>II PHASE: university</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core question:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What influenced female and male students to choose an ICT related study programme?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample: ICT students (undergraduates)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=102, 58% females,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 different universities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method: web-based self-filled questionnaire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>III PHASE: workplace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core question:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How did female ICT employees end up working in the ICT sector?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample: female ICT employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n=18, all females,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 different ICT companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method: face-to-face and Skype-based semi-structured interviews</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The questionnaires were distributed to the five different schools from five different areas in Estonia, in an envelope. Altogether, 292 students filled in the questionnaire, 55% of them female. Students were guaranteed full anonymity during the study. The study was launched just a few months before graduation and just prior to the first exams. Thus, the study was situated at a time when students had to be thinking already about their future plans.

The data from the self-filled and paper-based questionnaires was inserted into a digital format, then coded if needed, and categorised for further analysis.

B. Phase II: University (ICT Students)

As our next stem, based on the data gained from the high school graduates and an overview from existing stock of previous research, an online questionnaire was designed for ICT students. Adding the perspective from the undergraduate ICT students offers an insight to what triggered an interest in ICT. As high school graduates represented the viewpoint from the person who is about to choose a field of higher education, ICT students provide a retrospective explanation to the same question.

In a similar manner to the previous phase, a questionnaire was designed and modified by three researchers, then also tested on some of the ICT students to see if it is fit for
C. III Phase: Females Working at ICT Related Jobs

A study of ICT labour market in Estonia showed how 78% of ICT-related jobs are filled by men and only 22% by females [21]. The last phase of our study concentrated on females working in ICT-based occupations. Altogether, 18 thorough semi-structured interviews were held, mostly face-to-face, with a few via Skype. Interviews lasted from 30 minutes to two hours, all of them audiotaped and later transcribed.

Interviews with the female ICT specialists provide valuable qualitative feedback on the working life inside the ICT sector. However, again, they add a deeper retrospective view of how their path to the specific occupation developed and in that regard, does it make any difference being a male or female in the ICT sector.

The results of the questionnaire among the high-school seniors confirmed the need for the study – it showed how ICT continues to be rejected mostly by women. As shown in Table I, 57% of the male students would consider studying ICT, female willingness was over two times lower (24%). SPSS analyses, Spearman’s rho proved how the difference between the genders is also significant, $r=-0.342^{**}$ (correlation is significant at the 0.01 level).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Would consider studying ICT</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interestingly, as high school girls were expressing stronger reluctance towards ICT (as “it is not feminine” or “it is a boy’s field” than boys, a number of female ICT students and female ICT specialists expressed regret or worry over how they wished they had discovered ICT sooner in life or how if they had not been so caught by what society considered “proper” for women and girls. Thus, the crucial role of existing myths and stereotypes become of high importance.

All of the target groups also had one common question to be answered – what should be done to make ICT education and careers more attractive to females? As it emerged, it was this question that surprisingly started to reveal several myths still circling among young females and influencing their career-related decision-making. The qualitative data gained from the above mentioned question was analysed by applying the coding schema from Saldana [37], which works well when interested in grounded theory approach, where researcher follows inductive reasoning in order to find patterns from a rich qualitative data sets.

Firstly, answers to the question: What should be done to make ICT education and careers more attractive to females? from all the groups – high-school students, ICT students and females working in ICT were distracted from the survey and then coded with Atlas.ti (coding phase). Next, after gaining the extensive list of codes, based on the principle of similarity codes were aggregated into categories or patterns (categorizing phase). Finally, categories or patterns were compared with findings from literature (synthesizing phase).

### Results

Next, we will reveal six main myths as the result of our study.

- **Myth No. 1: ICT is for long-haired geeks**

Within the questionnaire targeted to high school students, a specific question was given to reveal what the image of an ICT professional among high school students. Students were asked to describe an ICT professional (hobbies, personality and gender). The results are shown in Fig. 4.

![Fig. 4 High school students describing an ICT person](image-url)

As the results indicate, the old myth of ICT as being full of long-haired males is unfortunately still circling around. Yet it become sharply evident of how such myths might do the most harm during the pre-university phase, when high school-aged girls are expected to form an opinion of different fields as to choose which career to persue after graduation from high school. Those females, who have chosen ICT study programmes in university, embrace the need for creating a better pool of information regarding the ICT field:

> “It should be acknowledged that work in ICT does not mean sitting by the computer 24/7, but a large part of it is actually social, usually people work in teams.” (Female ICT student).
Among the opinions of ICT specialists and ICT students, some 10 years ago, but is now largely outdated, at least among the opinions of ICT specialists and ICT students.

**Myth No. 2: ICT people are antisocial and geeky**

Previous studies have shown how more and more ICT-based occupations expect to have very good communication skills in addition to the technical skills [21]. Thus, ICT companies make strong efforts to maintain the social element as a necessary part of its everyday working environment. This is in fact also proven by females working in ICT companies, when they describe the monthly social events planned by the management or HR department of the companies: social evenings with various games (pool, table tennis, etc.), teams participating at mass sport games, company summer and winter days with a trip to outside the city, etc. Thus, ICT companies themselves make an effort to create an atmosphere and environment where one has great difficulties to stay introverted and geeky.

**Myth No. 3: ICT work equals programming or fixing computers**

Within the questionnaire addressing high school students, there was a question asking to describe what an ICT job entails. All the keywords were grouped and counted, and Fig. 5 shows how amazingly narrow the image of an ICT work among our youth is. To put it briefly, among pre-university-aged youth, ICT work still equals programming or fixing computers.

![Fig. 5](image)

Fig. 5 High school students describing work in the ICT sector

Surprisingly, the narrowing image of ICT work to programming and fixing computers tends to be one of the most valid myths, and well-known to everyone working in the ICT sector.

“I remember very clearly when I was going through my studies, there was always someone saying “Hey, my computer is not working – come, look what is wrong!” /=... I am learning to become a doctor, but what kind of doctor are you? There are nose, throat, ear specialists, surgeons, etc. The spectrum of specialisation is much wider.” (Female team manager/project manager)

The current myth is quite logically connected to previous studies (e.g. [34]) that bring forward the aspirations to enter ICT fields are closely related to female computer-related abilities that are largely established during the secondary school years.

**Myth No. 4: You must be exceptional in mathematics and hold a diploma in ICT**

According to our study, very often young females in high school express reluctance towards studying ICT because of the fear of mathematics. Thus, one tends to give up the thought of having a career in the ICT sector when one has doubts about their skills in mathematics. Surprisingly, interviews with females actually working in ICT broke the myth. The paths by which females had ended up in the ICT sector were vastly different.

Firstly, for some the choice of studies and career in ICT was a conscious choice and love for computers had been there since childhood (often because of parents working in ICT or through programming-related games). Yet, even then women had to justify their choice:

“When we graduated [secondary school], one guy asked me what I am going to do next. When I told him that I will go to study ICT, he laughed for half an hour and then asked “Seriously?” It was then when I realised that there are prejudices, and I can imagine if one of the boys would have gone to study choreography, there would have been laughter also.” (Female software engineer)

Secondly, some females felt confident in mathematics, and started pursuing higher education in mathematics, but during the studies had some contact with ICT-related subjects (e.g. as elective courses) and found it to be much more interesting – a practical use of mathematics.

“At first, I studied mathematics, but programming came to be my favourite subject. Eventually, I realised what I actually like and switched to ICT curricula.” (Female ICT student)

Thirdly, females from social sciences or humanities entered the ICT sector, but in non-ICT-related jobs and through everyday work started to develop a deeper interest in educating oneself on-the-job or going back to school (to an ICT-related study programme). Thus, some females ended up in the ICT sector by random chance. Female ICT specialists embrace the advantages that an interdisciplinary background can give. For example, having a previous education in psychology can make a very good user experience designer, because she knows how human behaviour works around the technological solutions.

Our study showed how females enter ICT-related careers through various tracks. Some, having an ICT-based education, some in exact sciences, but others from humanities or social sciences. That being said, the ICT sector is full of occupations that in fact need an interdisciplinary approach. Having a non-ICT-related background might bring an additional stock of competencies to the ICT teams, ones that help to create a better understanding of customer needs and behaviours, or mediate more effectively between the languages of an exceptional programming specialist and a client with no ICT knowledge. In addition, some women in our sample, who after graduation from high school excluded the ICT curricula from their choice, actually developed an interest in ICT because of interesting
ICT lectures offered by their university. As a rule, ICT was seen as a more practical use of one’s love for mathematics. In addition, for those who felt mathematics is too dry and theoretical, or even hard, an interest in ICT made them work harder – they knew that mathematics was just a medium on the way for pursuing a degree and a career in ICT.

- **Myth No. 5: There are boys’ fields and girls’ fields**

  How well women are represented in a particular field is strongly guided by what is considered masculine and feminine in a given culture. Thus, the choice of ICT as a future study field takes fundamental shape in school and depends on one’s attitude towards hard subjects like math, physics, and chemistry. The current study clearly showed how this attitude in turn depends on what the school, parents, and overall the society expects from girls and boys.

  “Already back in school, girls should be told that they can be successful in technology-related fields. School can ruin a lot. For example, in my secondary school, only boys were offered the chance to study computer-aided design, meanwhile the girls were sent to study calligraphy.” (Female ICT student).

  “There should be a change in the attitude. The overall attitude is that the field is so difficult that females should choose something more related to humanities. As if from the start they do not have it in them.” (Female ICT student)

  The division of boys’ fields and girls’ fields is tightly connected to the lack of strong female role models in traditionally masculine fields. Starting with television and the media, there should be much more attention on who is shown in a given culture. Thus, the choice of ICT as a future study field takes fundamental shape in school and depends on one’s attitude towards hard subjects like math, physics, and chemistry. The current study clearly showed how this attitude in turn depends on what the school, parents, and overall the society expects from girls and boys.

  The current study focused on the three phases in the career-related life cycle: pre-university, university and workplace, with the aim of investigating how to attract more females to an ICT-related career. By combining individuals from multiple phases (high school students as representing the pre-university phase, ICT students, and female ICT specialists) a dynamic overview of where the critical areas or crossroads that keep women away from choosing ICT or other technology-related fields lie, could be crafted.

  Several authors have highlighted how early adolescence seems to be a critical period, since it is the time when careergrelated decision-making is most influenced by external parties, such as friends, family, teachers, media, etc. [5], [16], [35]. The current study confirms this statement. Our research showed how pre-university seems to be the time when myths and stereotypes about different fields, including ICT, become most intensified. Being in the midst of an important career-related crossroad, they can make their choice based on their experience, and not be affected by the fears emerging from the myths and stereotypical image of ICT.

  **V. CONCLUSIONS**

  The current study focused on the three phases in the career-related life cycle: pre-university, university and workplace, with the aim of investigating how to attract more females to an ICT-related career. By combining individuals from multiple phases (high school students as representing the pre-university phase, ICT students, and female ICT specialists) a dynamic overview of where the critical areas or crossroads that keep women away from choosing ICT or other technology-related fields lie, could be crafted.

  Several authors have highlighted how early adolescence seems to be a critical period, since it is the time when careergrelated decision-making is most influenced by external parties, such as friends, family, teachers, media, etc. [5], [16], [35]. The current study confirms this statement. Our research showed how pre-university seems to be the time when myths and stereotypes about different fields, including ICT, become most intensified. Being in the midst of an important career-related crossroad – what to do after the graduation – girls at the pre-university age compare the image that has been developed about the ICT field and work.

  When the image of ICT work is bound by negative stereotypes and misconceptions, such as portraying ICT specialists as antisocial and geeky, it will have an effect on increasing the reluctance towards the field among pre-university girls. As young adolescent females at the pre-university phase may hold misconceptions and stereotypes...
about what ICT work involves, the school environment can be a major player here. Schools and female ICT specialists (as role models) from ICT companies can collaborate effectively by rearranging computer classes in high schools to be attractive and showing the richer side of ICT work beyond the preconceived programming or fixing of computers. Best practices from Estonia have shown how such interventions have had a positive effect in increasing female interest in pursuing ICT education and careers at the later stages of life.

In conclusion, the realistic image of the actual working environment in the ICT sector should come way also transfer to the pre-university phase students’ understanding. The role of the media and ICT experts in introducing the working life of the ICT sector might be a good way to go.
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